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General
LCD-displays (Liquid crystal display) are passive displays, where in predefined segments the light transmission will be
switched on and off by supply voltage. There are no moving and wear parts. There is also no aging based on the power-on
time and switching operation of the segments. The LTN displays are very energy saving because they don’t emit light but use
the ambient light. The LCD glasses are resistant against vibration and shock. Furthermore they are characterised by low
installation depth and low weight.
Shape, position and size of the individually controllable segments are defined for specific applications by the layout of the
liquid crystal cell.
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Our glasses in the patented LTN technology (Low Twist Nematic) are bright if no voltage is applied and give an extremely
high contrast. These technology has the following advantages:
‣ real black/white display
‣ no change in the background color under different viewing angles and temperatures or chasing ambient brightness

conditions
‣ our patented LTN technology has a better contrast, a significant higher brightness and a low power consumption for the

backlight
‣ the contrast and the brightness can be increased by optical connecting of the LCD glass to the front glass
‣ extremely efficient and low power LED backlight
‣ very important for solar powered displays

Delivery range

Modular glasses with light diffuser
In this case, we only deliver the individual LCD glasses described below with light converter. The power supply, the control of
the LCD glasses and the cable connections between the LCD glasses is provided by the costumer. The datasheet for
controlling the LCD glasses will be supplied by us.
The most common color modes, which also have the best contrast and brightness values are as follows:
‣
‣
‣
‣

yellow characters on black background
red characters on black background
white characters on black background
white characters on blue background

Other colors are available on request.

Assemblies without control
On the modules without control the LCD glasses are delivered only with light converter in frame or in a housing. Various
standard sizes of the frames may be used. All frames and housings are of course available to customer specifications. Upon
request, we also provide affordable mechanical adaptions to the customer given installation requirements.
The power supply and the control of the LCD glasses is also provided by the customer. The cable connection between the
glasses are integrated from the factory. The datasheet for controlling the LCD glasses will be supplied by us.
The backlight can be provided by the customer or by Brandmaier.

Delivery range

Complete ready for connection display systems
With complete systems are supplied ready for connection displays, built according to customer requirements, which are to be
controlled via an interface protocol or a PC software.
The displays are available in single-sided and double-sided construction. Depending on the application we supply displays for
indoor and outdoor use.
All displays are built with below standard LCD modules. The number of lines and characters per line is almost arbitrary. With
our huge range of standard LCD glasses we can realize almost all common character heights.
Our LED backlighting are extremely efficient and can be switched off depending on the character color in daylight.
Thereby and by our patented LTN-technology our LCD displays are ideal for operation with solar energy. This saves highly
installation costs and maintenance costs.

Interfaces
We provide all common interfaces according to our standard protocol or inclusive protocol adaption to existing systems:
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

analogue 0/4..20 mA or 0..10 V
digital (binary, BCD, impulse)
serial RS 232 or RS 485
Ethernet (TCP/IP)
Field bus
Data transmission with 433,700 MHz
GSM

38-segment-script

The 38-segment-script will be used for displaying of capital letters, numbers and some special characters. Due to the
printed letter quality this font has an excellent legibility.
Application field:
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

traffic guidance systems
passenger information
display for empty parking spaces
measurement displays
time/temperature displays
photovoltaik displays
information displays

Below you will find the possible character set of the 38-segment-script:

description
character size 30, 60, 75, 100, 120, 160, 250 mm, other character sizes on request
colors of character ‣ yellow characters on black background
‣ red characters on black background
‣ white characters on black background
‣ white characters on blue background
Modul technics ‣ transflective (with backlighting of the LCD glasses)
‣ reflective (without backlighting)
visible characters all numbers 0-9, all capital letters and some special characters
temperature range storage and operation temperature of the LCD glasses: -40° until +80°

We can produce as long lines as required and any number of lines one after the other.

55-segment-script
The 55-segment-script allows the displaying of capital and small letters, all numbers and special characters. Most of the
ASCII-Code can be displayed also.
Application fields:
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

traffic guidance systems
passenger information
measurement displays
person guidance systems
displaying of information in capital and small letters
information and communication displays

Below you will find the possible character set of the 55-segment-script:

description
character size

50, 80 mm, other character sizes on request

colors of characters ‣ yellow characters on black background
‣ red characters on black background
‣ white characters on black background
‣ white characters on blue background
modul technics ‣ transflective (with backlighting of the LCD glasses)
‣ reflective (without backlighting)
visible characters
temperature range

all numbers 0-9, all capital and small letters, special characters
storage and operation temperature of the LCD glasses: -40°C until +80°C

We can produce as long lines as required and any number of lines on after the other.

Matrix modules
Applications fields:
‣
‣
‣
‣

bus and railway displays
industrial displays
information display systems
displaying of pictograms and logos
description
character style

‣ standard script (each character has the same width)
‣ proportional font

colors of characters ‣ yellow characters on black background
‣ red characters on black background
‣ white characters on black background
‣ white characters on blue background
modul technics ‣ transflective (with backlighting of the LCD glasses)
‣ reflective (without backlighting)
visible characters ASCII-code
temperature range storage and operation temperature of the LCD glasses: -40°C until +80°C

Matrix standard
The matrix standard allows to display the complete ASCII-code and is particularly well suited to the design of graphics of all
kinds. The character allows a good resolution in reproducing information.
MB-60x9

MB-32x16

MB-60x26

60 x 9 pixel

32 x 16 pixel

60 x 26 pixel

size of glass

280 x 49,5 mm

323 x 198 mm

340 x 200 mm

active height

42 mm

150 mm

153 mm

3,96 x 4,30 mm

9,03 x 9,34 mm

4,50 x 5,80 mm

resolution

pixel size

Matrix high resolution
The matrix standard allows to display the complete ASCII-code and is particularly well suited to the design of graphics of all
kinds with a high resolution. The script is particularly suitable for the two-line writing information.
MB-120x18

MB-128x32

MB-96x64

resolution

120 x 18 pixel

128 x 32 pixel

96 x 64 pixel

size of glass

301 x 63 mm

339 x 99 mm

328 x 335 mm

active height

45 mm

81 mm

243 mm

2,00 x 2,45 mm

2,10 x 2,50 mm

2,25 x 3,76 mm

pixel size
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